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Please read these instructions carefully 
before starting installation

1. General points
Thoroughfares such as garage entrances, 
bridges, staircases, etc. must be kept free of 
snow and ice in winter. This can be achie-
ved easily by using Devimat™ heating mats 
or Deviflex™ heating cables together with 
a Devireg™ 850 snow and ice sensor. Safe 
operation of the equipment depends on the 
correct choice of heating mats or heating 
cables and proper expert preparation of the 
entire heated floor area. Exact synchronisati-
on of all the equipment involved is essential 
for trouble-free operation.

2. Heating mats and heating cables
The following heating mats and heating 
cables are available for heating outdoor
areas:

•   DTCE-300 heating mats for use in plaster, 
concrete or sand.

•   DTCE-30 heating cables for use in plaster, 
concrete or sand.

•   DSVG 300 heating mats for use in plaster, 
concrete or sand.

•   DSVG 25 heating cables for use in plaster, 
concrete or sand.

•   DSVK 300 heating mats for use in poured 
asphalt, plaster, concrete or sand.

•   DSVK 25 heating cables for use in poured 
asphalt, plaster, concrete or sand.

•   DSIA 300 heating mats for use in rein-
forced  concrete, plaster, concrete or sand.

•   DTIE 17 heating cables for use in plaster 
or sand.
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Devimat™ heating mats are factory-produ-
ced heating elements of predetermined 
dimensions and a specific heating output 
of 300 W/m2. This output is necessary to 
melt ice and snow on the covering surface 
reasonably quickly. A longitudinal load of 
22 – 30 W per meter of heating cable enables 
two heating cables to be placed close 
together, producing even melting perfor-
mance. Cutting the supporting material 
enables the heating mats to be delivered 
in different shares. The heating mats are 
connected using “cold tails”, which are fixed 
to the heating cable by means of sleeves. To 
heat angular outdoor staircases and areas, 
it is recommended to use Deviflex™ heating 
cables, since they can be adapted to any 
available surface with Devifast™ assembly 
tape and assembly ribs.

The heating mats can be converted to different sizes by folding, 
e.g. 100 x 800 cm heating mats to 200 x 400 cm.
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Structure of a heated concrete surface
The direct insertion of heating mats in con-
crete areas reinforced with structural steel 
makes particular demands on the stability of 
heating mats, which are subject to consider-
able mechanical stresses during concreting. 
DSIA 300 heating mats have additional steel 
wire reinforcement beneath their outer 
sheath, giving them special mechanical 
stability. 

They can therefore be installed directly on 
welded wire mesh and are fastened using tie 
straps in such a way as to make it impossible 
for them to float loose during concreting 
There is no need at all to use tie wire.

DSIA Heating cable Reinforcement Concrete Earth

Heated concrete surface



The foundation
The DIN provisions must be observed 
during construction. The supporting 
structure must generally meet the 
respective static requirements. It is 
unnecessary to install heat insulation 
beneath the heated surface because 
the surface is only heated to just above 
freezing.

Under certain circumstances, it may 
nevertheless be necessary to install heat 
insulation or a moisture barrier under 
carriageways. This would then make it 
necessary to anchor the carriageway 
covering to the foundation. To ensure 
that electrical supply lines for sensors, 
heated gutters, barriers, induction loops, 
etc. to be inserted subsequently in the 
carriageway do not need to be also 
installed in the heating mat layer, it is 
advisable to also install empty tubes for 
this purpose in the foundation.
It is also necessary to ensure that no 
sharp or pointed objects might harm 
heating mats or heating cables in the 
installation layers.

Construction of a heated pavement 
with a stone or paved surface. A bed of 
broken stones that meets static require-
ments should be constructed as a foun-
dation, on which a sand or mortar layer 
should be placed. The heating mats are 
spread in this layer according to the 
installation plan and the PTC resistors 
laid alongside the heating mats, leading 
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to the connection points. Then another 
thin layer of sand or mortar should be 
applied, covering the heating mats to a 
depth of at least 2 cm. Then the surface 
is laid. Make sure that the stone surface 
is no more than 6 cm thick.

Construction of a heated area with 
mortar surface. The heating mats 
are spread on the existing hardened 
concrete base and fastened through the 
supporting foils to the foundation with 
appropriate means (e.g. plastic nails). 
Holes must be drilled into the concrete 
base for this purpose. The PTC resistors 
are led as described previously directly 
to the connection points.

To improve the adhesion of the mortar 
to the concrete base, grouts are applied 
to it before the heating mats are cove-
red with a 3 – 5 cm thick layer of mortar.
If the layer of mortar needs to be thicker 
for static or architectonic reasons, a first
layer of mortar is applied, in which the 
heating mats are installed. A second 
layer of mortar is applied immediately 
afterwards, covering the heating mats to 
a depth of about 3 cm.

DSVG heating cable
Grout layer Earth

Outdoor heating installed in mortar

Earth

Outdoor heating with stone or paved surface

Stone surface 
of max. 6 cm

Heating cable 
DSVG

Sand bedding

foundation

DSVG heating cable
Grout layer

Foundation
Earth

Outdoor heating installed beneath mortar

Foundation
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Construction of a heated area with 
poured asphalt surface An approx. 
25 mm thick layer of asphalt is first of 
all applied to the existing foundation. 
After it has cooled the heating mats 
are stretched out with the fabric side 
upwards as shown in the installation 
plan and fastened in place. As described 
above, the cold tails are connected to 
the connection points. Then the second, 
approximately 30 mm thick layer of 
asphalt is poured. To protect the tempe-
rature sensors against overheating by 
the asphalt, they should not be installed 
until the asphalt has cooled. Take care 
to ensure that the temperature of the 
asphalt does not exceed 240ºC.

Construction of a heated staircase
The use of pre-assembled Deviflex™ 
heating cables is recommended for hea-
ting steps, which often have very small 
surface areas, and optimum heating of 
the tops of steps in particular. 

Devifast™ assembly tape and assembly 
ribs are fastened directly to the surfaces 
requiring heating and the heating cab-
les are pressed in at set distances.

The distance between the heating 
cables depends on the specific heating 
output per m2 that is to be installed
The top coating is laid directly on a bed 
of mortar above the heating mat con-
structed in this way.

Top surface

Construction of a heated staircase

Heating cable installed in a 
bed of mortar

Subsoil

DSVK heating 
output Poured asphalt

Foundation
Earth

Outdoor heating with poured asphalt surface
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Heating gutters
If the heated surface contains gutters, 
they must be heated to prevent the 
refreezing of melt water in the gutter, 
so that it can flow freely. The installation 
of Devi-Iceguard 18 W/m self-limiting 
heating tape in a gutter has shown itself 
to be a solution for this problem.
Another way of heating is to install a 
pre-assembled Deviflex™ DTIE 17 hea-
ting cable in two parallel lines. Spacer 
bars maintain the distance between the 
two lines. Take care to ensure that the 
drainage piples are heated to above 
freezing.

Control and regulation units
Outdoor heating systems should only be 
switched on when there is snow or ice. 
In the case of small-scale installations in 
the private sector is sufficient to switch 
on the system with a manually operated 
switch and an additional temperature 
controller.

For reasons of economic efficiency, 
larger installations must be operated 
with an automatic Devireg™ 850 snow 
and ice detector, which only turns on 
the heating system when the tempera-
ture falls below a predetermined level 
and the sensor(s) installed in the heated 
area detect(s) moisture. A snow and ice 
detector comprises the switch unit and 
a number of moisture and temperature 
sensors that depends on the size of the 
system. The point of installation of the 
moisture and temperature sensors must 
be determined while the heating mats 
are being installed. These should always 
be points within the heated area, at 
which slippery ice can be expected to 
form, e.g. the wheel-tracks leading to a 
garage entrance.

Two versions are available for outdoor 
heating:
• 1 x Order-No. 19-150801 1 x Order-No. 
  19-122002 for installations of up to 
  50 m2.
• 1 x Order-No. 19-150801 2 x Order-No. 
   19-122002 for installations of over 
   50 m2.

Further construction details are to be 
found in the unit installation instruc-
tions.

Gutter heating with Devi-Iceguard 18

Gutter heating with Deviflex™ DTIE 17 heating cable
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Instructions for installing moisture 
sensors  
sensor(s) should be positioned in instal-
lation sleeves in the heated area in such 
a way that they are exposed to the wea-
ther conditions. The optimum position 
is where slippery ice can be expected to 
form. However, there should be no sour-
ces of hot air, such as windows, doors or 

air shafts, in the vicinity, since this would 
have a negative effect on the operation 
of the entire system. The sensor cab-
les should always be laid in protective 
tubes, so that they can be replaced at a 
later date.

Example of installation of moisture sensors

1. Position of the 
    sensor for areas of 
    up to 50 m2

2. Wheel-tracks

3. Position of the 
    second sensor for 
   areas of over 50 m2

4. Heated gutter
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Important assembly instructions
• Check that all heating mats/heating cables 
  and accessories match your plans on 
  delivery.
• Don’t order any mortar or asphalt until you 
  are certain that you have received all the 
  materials you need.
• Heating mats and heating cables used in 
  outdoor heating must be installed as close 
  to the surface as possible.
• Don’t install heating mats/heating cables 
  in grit.
• Heating mats/heating cables should never 
  be installed in expansion joints.
• If cold tails are installed in expansion joints, 
  they must be protected in tubes.
• Fasten cold tails securely and don’t install 
  them on top of heating mats.
• Before securing a heating mat, arrange it 
  to ensure that there are no large unheated 
  areas. 
• Be careful when laying the top surface. Take 
  care to ensure that equipment and tools are 
  only placed on large supporting surfaces.
• The insulation and resistance of heating 
  mats/heating cables must be continually 
  measured while the top surface is being 
  laid. All measurements must be entered in 
  the test log (page 9).
• No warranty claims may be made if there is 
  no test log
• Only tread on heating mats/heating cables 
  where this is unavoidable for installation 
  purposes.
• Heating mats/heating cables should not be 
  ti4ed to welded wire mesh.
• Heating mats/heating cables should not be 
operated while still rolled up.
• Don’t install heating mats/heating cables at 
a temperature of less than 5ºC.
• Don’t shorten heating mats/heating cables 
  or connect them directly.
• Only shorten or extend cold tails.
• Observe the minimum bending radius of 
  5 x D for heating cables.
• Heating cables should not cross or come 
  into contact with one another.

• Heating cables must be covered by the 
  material in which they are installed over 
  their entire length.
• Don’t subject cables or sleeves to tensile 
  stress (max. 120 N)
• Don’t forget to install a sufficient number of 
  empty tubes to accommodate sensor 
  cables.
• Observe the nominal voltage shown on the 
  name plates of heating mats/heating 
  cables.
• Check that asphalt does not exceed a tem
  perature of 240ºC during pouring.
• Don’t use rolled asphalt.
• Piles of asphalt on top of heating mats may 
  impair the concentrated heating effect of 
  heating cables. 
• Only use steel tubes to contain sensor cab
  les installed in poured asphalt.
• The relevant VDE and TAB regulations must 
  be observed.

Users of our products must decide on the 
suitability of the products they use under 
their own responsibility. Liability for our 
products is based solely on our terms and 
conditions of sale, delivery and payment.



Heating mat no. Total resistance in Ohm Ω Insulation resistance in k-Ohm kΩ

before installation after installation before installation after installation

Test log and heating log

Site:

Heating mats installed on:

Top surface laid on:

First operation date:

Written                 on:

N o  w a r r a n t y  c l a i m s  m a y  b e  m a d e  i f  t h e r e  i s  n o  t e s t  l o g
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Inspection plan:
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You have purchased a DEVI™ product that 
we are confident will increase the comfort 
and economic efficiency of your home.
DEVI™ supplies complete heating solu-
tions with Deviflex™ heating cables or 
Devimat™ heating mats, Devireg™ 
thermostats and Devifast™ assembly 
tape.

If, against all expectations, a problem 
occurs with our product, please send it, 
if possible together with the completed 
warranty certificate, to the address shown. 
Like other manufacturers, as a supplier 
in the European Union, DEVI™ is subject 
to the general rules on liability set out in 
Directive 85/374/CEE and the relevant 
legislation.

DEVI™ gives a 10-year warranty for mate-
rial manufacturing defects in Deviflex™ 
heating cables and Devimat™ heating 
mats and a 2-year warranty for all other 
DEVI™ products.

The validity of the warranty depends on 
careful completion of the warranty certi-
ficate and confirmation of the defect by 
an authorised electrician.

The warranty certificate must be issued 
in the relevant national language and 
bear the ISO Code for the country in the 
top left-hand corner of the front of the 
installation instructions.

DEVI™ is obliged to repair or replace the 
product free of charge for the customer.
In the case of defective Devireg™ thermo-
stats, DEVI™ reserves the right to repair 

them without inconveniencing the cus-
tomer and without undue delay.
The DEVI™ warranty does not cover in-
stallations carried out by unauthorised 
persons, incorrect use, damage through 
the fault of a third party, incorrect instal-
lation or any defects that occur at a later 
date as a result of this.

If DEVI™ repairs defects that have arisen 
for one of these reasons, all the costs of 
this shall be borne by the customer.

The DEVI™ warranty shall cease to apply 
in the case of default of payment for the 
equipment.

DEVI™ will efficiently answer any 
questions and respond to any reasonable 
requests by its customers without delay 
at all times.
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The DEVI™ warranty



Name: Telephone no.:

Address: Postcode/locality:

Please note:
To be able to make a claim under the DEVI™ warranty, the following question-
naire must be carefully completed. Please note the conditions set out on the 
reverse. 

Customer:                                               Installation date:

Electrician:                                               Fitting date:

Cable length Watt:

Item number: Cable number:                 Sleeve number:

Application:
• Floor heating  • Pipe heating             • Outdoor heating
• Ceiling heating     • Roof/roof gutter heating   •  

Warranty certificate

Company stamp:
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DEVI A/S
Ulvehavevej 61
DK-7100 Vejle
Tel. +45 76 42 47 00
Fax +45 76 42 47 01


